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Among the presence and absence, between visible and invisible, astonishment and hesitation, Fabrizio Corneli presents his work.
The works are luminescent and illuminating bodies, they are the theatre of shadow and light facade.
In fact, for Fabrizio Corneli the subject of his work is the light itself. But this cannot exist without its compliment, darkness.
In the game of sight, proposed by Corneli, ‘the double’, the couple is a character that has always been used. It is the light that creates
the work, but it is the shadow that makes its figures appear from an imaginarium which ranges from ancient Greece to
contemporaneity. The images that are formed on the walls have no projection. However, the projection is created by bodies of
geometric solids. The shaking images that the different lamps make are the fruit of the steady physicality of elements and theories.
Corneli breaks down, fragmenting into mysterious points, that image that the public sees together and in its completeness. In his case
the artist’s look is contrary to the observer’s view.
The Tuscan artist returns, after many years, to hold an exhibition in Milan, titled “Monadi and Menadi”. Still a couple and yet a
complementary one.
The Monadi are the first mathematical elements in the universe, ideas for Plato. Perhaps they represent the most apologetic, more
rational side of ourselves and the art of Corneli. On the other side of the same coin, there are the Menadi, more oriental, more
Dionysian, and in fact these in the form of girls form the unrestrained courtship of God Dionysus.
The title therefore plays with the rigor of the scientific laboratory. This is necessary for the realization of the profiles from which the
light is projected. and the abandonment without brake to the different interpretations of the figures to which the projections give rise.
The light in Corneli loses that mystical symbology to make a strong pictorial force.
The large hall of industrial architecture featuring the exhibition space brings together fifteen works of different periods and series.
Offering the many solutions Corneli has originally adopted over the years, the exhibition wants to be a time of reflection and new
concentration about this artist who is part of that generation affirmed in the art scene since the 1980s.

Fabrizio Corneli (Florence, 1958) graduated at the Academy of Fine Arts in Florence in 1980 and debuts with the exhibition Le alternative del nuovo, presented
at the Palazzo delle Esposizioni in Rome in 1979.
He exhibits in Italy and abroad at the PAC in Milan, Villa Merkel in Esslingen (DE), Center for Contemporary Art Luigi Pecci of Prato, MACRO of Rome, Quadriennale of Rome, Gori Collection of Villa Celle, Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography, Museum of Contemporary Art Sofia Imber of Caracas, Museum of
Art Seoul National University, Sharjah Art Museum in the United Arab Emirates and permanent installations in Italy, France, Belgium, Germany and Japan. His
permanent installation for the apse of the Roman Church of Sant’Andrea in Tontoli in Prato.
He has lectured at the University of Florence, Siena, Maryland Institute of Baltimore, the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography, the Academy of Fine Arts
in Bologna.
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